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ceLeBrAtiNG 50 YeArs 

Of ADVeNture

In 1963, Jim Whittaker became 

the first American to climb to

the roof of the world and summit

mt. everest. He did it outfitted 

in eddie Bauer down built 

specifically for the objective. Five 

decades later, we sent two teams 

of climbers back to the world’s 

tallest peak with an entire line of 

award-winning First Ascent gear, 

guide-built for the harshest high-

altitude environments on earth.
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the AcceLerANt

Best in Class / Packable Primaloft® Warmth / Breathable Active Insulator / Tested from Waddington to everest

See p18

50
th

anniversary

first american  
ascent of  

mount everest

eddie bauer outfitted

2013 Outfitter BOOk: volume 3, No. 2

the epic issue

+ challenge of the west ridge + whittaker returns
+ cirque of the unclimbables + slaying the impossible gorge + escape to joshua tree
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OUR CREED TO GIVE YOU SUCH OUTSTANDING QUALITY, VALUE, SERVICE 
AND GUARANTEE THAT WE MAY BE WORTHY OF YOUR HIGH ESTEEM.™

OUR GUARANTEE  EVERY ITEM WE SELL WILL GIVE YOU COMPLETE 
SATISFACTION OR YOU MAY RETURN IT FOR A FULL REFUND.™

Bold vision on Eddie Bauer-backed expeditions sparks historic achievements that resonate far beyond the 
limits of traditional adventure thinking—from the summits of the Himalaya to the Cirque of the Unclimbables

ADVENTURE
LIVE YOUR

 E
verest. Peak XV. The highest point on 
Earth. Whatever the moniker, the world’s 
tallest and most iconic mountain has long 
represented adventure, challenge, and 
achievement in its purest form. When 

Jim Whittaker, in partnership with Nawang Gombu 
Sherpa, became the first American to reach the sum-
mit on May 1, 1963, as a member of the Eddie Bauer-
outfitted American Mount Everest Expedition, it was a 
powerful moment not just for our brand, but also for 
our nation. Twenty-one days later on the same expe-
dition, Tom Hornbein and Willi Unsoeld completed the 
first ascent of the West Ridge, a bold and visionary 
ascent that remains one of the greatest feats in  
the history of mountaineering.

In the five decades since, Everest has grown in 
magnitude, with hundreds drawn to the South Col 
route every year and a base camp that rivals some 
small cities. But the challenge still remains. Not only 
in the personal commitment it requires to summit, 
but also in the hard routes that offer a heightened 
chance of failure. The same is true in destinations 
around the world, from the rivers of the Amazon 
to our backyard ranges of the Cascades and Sierras. 
Adventure is still within our grasp, but it takes bold 
vision to attempt what has not yet been done. 

Bold vision is the guiding principle that again drives 
our brand forward. Creating an entire line of guide-
built, expedition-tested products that excelled on the 
highest Himalayan peaks, winning nine Best-in-Class 

awards in one short year, and backing modern-day 
visionaries on bold new adventures required more 
than just a PowerPoint, an advertising campaign, and 
lip service. It required a total embrace of the powerful 
adventure ethic that resonated deeply from within 
our roots and inspired the explorations, expeditions, 
and product developments of our past. 

Tapping that same spirit is what sent new Eddie 
Bauer athlete Mason Earle and his crew to the Cirque 
of the Unclimbables in 2012 to put up At Dawn We 
Ride, a bold new free-climbing route on the sheer 
2,000-foot granite face in the Northwest Territories. 
It is the same universal force that convinced expedi-
tion kayakers Ben Stookesberry and Chris Korbulic 
that, with the assistance of some big-wall climbing 
gear, they could complete the first-ever run of the 
Impossible Gorge in the Marble Fork of the Kaweah 
River. And it is the enduring drive for defining ad-
venture that convinced Eddie Bauer guides David 
Morton and Jake Norton that the historic ascent of 
the West Ridge could again be repeated, even if their 
odds of success were fixed at only one in five. 

The new epic issue of our Outfitter Book celebrates 
that compelling vision for adventure, exploration, and 
achievement. From Everest-sized tales of boldness to 
products that excel during both dramatic successes and 
inspirational struggles, we feel this issue will motivate 
you to charge forward toward your own personal 
objective—or your own personal Everest—as you strike 
out into the mountains, the unknown, and the future. 

1958

GASHERBRUM I
As part of an eight-man American 
expedition led by Nicholas Clinch,  
Pete Schoening and Andy Kauffman  
complete the first ascent of this 
mountain perched on the border 
between China and Pakistan, the  
only 8,000-meter peak first  
summited by an American team.

1966

MT. VINSON
Journeying to the coldest place on Earth, 
the American Antarctic Mountaineering 
Expedition—led by Nicholas Clinch—placed 
all ten members on the highest point of 
the continent, an achievement that 
 was not repeated for 13 years. They also 
completed first ascents of Antarctica’s 
next three highest peaks—Mt. Tyree,  
Mt. Gardner, and Mt. Shinn.

1963

EVEREST WEST RIDGE 
Tom Hornbein and Willi Unsoeld 
complete the first ascent of Everest 
via the West Ridge route. Pushing past 
the point of no return in the Hornbein 
Couloir, they complete the first 
traverse of a Himalayan peak, descend 
via the South Col following faint foot-
prints, and survive an unplanned bivy 
at 28,000 feet.

BOLD VISION FOR EPIC FIRSTS Since Eddie Bauer began outfitting expeditions to attempt the impossible, one trait has 
defined the biggest achievements—a boldness of vision exemplified in seven historic missions.

WHAT’S IN THIS ISSUE

34 JOSHUA TREE 
ESCAPISM

Mason Earle, Kent McBride, Lexi 
DuPont, Lynsey Dyer, Melissa Arnot, 
and Chris Coulter congregate in the 
epicenter of high-desert climbing 
culture to tackle boulder problems 
and enjoy a little R&R.

22 CIRQUE OF THE 
UNCLIMBABLES

Mason Earle and his crew head to 
Canada’s Northwest Territories to 
tick off a bold new 15-pitch free climb 
on the steep, remote, and towering 
granite walls of the “Yosemite of  
the North.”

28 THE MARBLE 
FORK’S 

IMPOSSIBLE GORGE

Ben Stookesberry and Chris  
Korbulic complete a first-ever run  
of California’s Marble Fork Gorge  
on a river Stookesberry called  
“the hardest I’ve ever run.”

04 CHALLENGING  
EVEREST 

To celebrate the 50th anniversary of 
the first American ascent of Everest 
and the first ascent of the West Ridge 
on the Eddie Bauer-outfitted AMEE, 
we sent two teams of the world’s best 
high-altitude climbers back to the 
world’s tallest peak. Retracing the 
historic steps of 1963, Jake Norton, 
David Morton, Charley Mace, and 
Brent Bishop tackled the West Ridge— 
by a route that has a higher chance 
of death than success—but it refused 
to be climbed. Dave Hahn and Melissa 
Arnot set new summit records via the 
South Col. Jim Whittaker returned to 
the Khumbu to pay his respects.

1963 2012

1983

EVEREST EAST FACE
On an American expedition led  
by James Morrissey, climbers  
Louis Reichardt, Kim Momb, Carlos 
Buhler, George Lowe, Dan Reid, and  
Jay Cassell successfully summited  
via the most remote and dangerous 
route on Mt. Everest from the  
Tibetan side. The exact route has 
never been successfully repeated.

2011

MARBLE FORK
Expedition kayakers Chris Korbulic  
and Ben Stookesberry dig deep in  
their own Sierra backyard to descend 
an “unrunnable” stretch of the Marble  
Fork of the Kaweah River with a sporty  
big-wall rappel into a walled-in gorge 
and a high-pressure first descent drop 
through the 1,000-vertical-foot section 
of five challenging waterfalls.

2012

THE UNCLIMBABLES
Mason Earle, Katie Lambert, Ben  
Ditto, and Bronson Hovnanian head 
north to the Northwest Territories  
and put up a bold new 15-pitch, 2,000-
foot free-climbing route on the steep  
granite towers on Mt. Proboscis in the 
Cirque of the Unclimbables that they 
christen At Dawn We Ride (VI 5.12c R).

1977

GREAT  
TRANGO TOWER
Galen Rowell, John Roskelley, Kim 
Schmitz, James Morrissey, and 
Dennis Hennek overcome altitude 
and steep rock to complete the 
first ascent of the tallest vertical 
cliff in the world via ice ramps, 
gullies, and rock faces on the 
north side of the Baltoro Glacier.

READ THE FULL STORY
Experience deeper immersion in powerful 

narratives of the global adventures of our 
guides, athletes, and friends on the NEW 

Eddie Bauer Live Your Adventure Blog. 
BLOG.EDDIEBAUER.COM

PHOTOGRAPHERS: Cover: Dianne Roberts; 1963 photo: Nawang Gombu; 2012 photo: Kent Harvey
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 the

mountain
decidesstill 

Five decades removed from the first 
american ascent, the world’s tallest peak 
still represents the pinnacle of adventure

summer OuTFITTer BOOK 2013   everest

4     800.426.8020 // eddIeBauer.cOm

 i
n 1963 Jim Whittaker, in partnership with Nawang Gombu 

sherpa, became the first american to climb to the roof of 

the world and summit mt. everest. He did it outfitted in 

eddie Bauer down developed specifically for the mission, 

with pioneering new technologies such as V-type laminated 

tubular construction, full-length Velcro® closures, and nylon freeze-

resistant zippers. On that same expedition, his team members 

Tom Hornbein and Willi unsoeld completed the first successful 

ascent of the daunting West ridge route and linked up on their 

descent with Lute Jerstad and Barry Bishop, who had summited 

via the south col route just hours before. 

The West ridge climb was historic, but the descent was 

legendary. all four climbers were forced into a desperate bivy  

at 28,000 feet with no tents and no bottled oxygen. The 

foursome survived due to good weather, good fortune, and the 

lightweight warmth of their minus-85-degree-rated eddie Bauer 

mt. everest Parkas. To celebrate the 50th anniversary of this  

bold american adventure, eddie Bauer outfitted two teams of  

the world’s best high-altitude climbers in eddie Bauer First 

ascent® gear, built and tested to withstand the 

harshest high-altitude climates on earth. Then we 

sent them back to the world’s tallest peak to retrace 

one of the greatest stories in everest history.

� �Melissa�Arnot�
and�the�team�
nearing�the�
summit�via�the�
South�Col�route

continued on page 6

watch the everest video now at 

getoutsi.de/everest50th
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the west ridge route

One of the most daunting routes 

on Everest, the line first climbed by 

Hornbein and Unsoeld still poses 

a greater chance of death than 

success and resonates as one of the 

greatest feats in mountaineering.

The stakes were high on 
the West Ridge. They were 
either going up and over 
and down, or they probably 
weren’t coming back. —David morton

summer OuTFITTer BOOK 2013   everest

Camp I
19,500 ft.

Camp II
21,350 ft.

Camp III
23,500 ft.

Camp III
23,650 ft.

Camp IV
25,000 ft.

Camp V
27,450 ft.

summIt
29,035 ft.

Camp IV
26,000 ft.

the legendary bivy

After Unsoeld and Hornbein 

followed their faint footprints down, 

then linked up with Jerstad and 

Bishop, the foursome descended 

into darkness until they collapsed 

into an unplanned open-air bivy at 

28,000 feet, where good weather 

and Eddie Bauer down kept them 

alive on the ’63 climb.

the summit

No point on Earth is higher than the 

summit of Everest, which is why it 

draws hundreds of climbers a season. 

Ninety-seven percent who climb from 

Nepal attempt via the South Col route 

that Whittaker followed in ’63.

the khumbu 

icefall

Still the most dangerous 

section of the route, 

the mass of moving ice 

claimed the life of Jake 

Breitenbach in 1963 and 

convinced Whittaker 

to remain above until 

summit day.

the big one standing as the tallest 
point on earth, 29,035-foot mount 
everest has long represented the 
ultimate adventure in the worlds of 
mountaineering and exploration. The peak 
itself is located deep in the solu Khumbu 
region of the Himalaya and is perched 
on the border between Tibet and Nepal. 
The mountain was first identified by 
Westerners in 1852 during Britain’s Great 
Trigononometric survey, when what was 
identified as Peak XV was recognized as 
the world’s tallest mountain and named  
by the royal Geographical society in 1856 
for the former surveyor-General of  
India, George everest.

The history of epic climbs on everest 
starts in the 1920s, including a 1924 
attempt when British climbers George 
mallory and Andrew Irvine disappeared 
on their summit bid. Nearly three 
decades later, on may 29, 1953, Tenzing 
Norgay and edmund Hillary became 
the first climbers to reach the summit 
of the world’s tallest peak. Austrians 
reinhold messner and Peter Habeler 
became the first to summit without 
using supplemental oxygen in 1978, and 
the everest east Face was first climbed 
in 1983 on an eddie Bauer-outfitted 
expedition via a route that has never 
been repeated. But it was the story of 
the 1963 ascent—with the strength of  
Jim Whittaker, the effort of Hornbein 
and unsoeld, and the epic story of 
overnight open-air survival at 28,000 
feet to succeed—that became a story  
of American mountaineering legend.

1963 american mount everest 

expedition The story of all six who 
summited was made possible due to 
the tireless toil and massive logistical 
undertaking of the American mount 
everest expedition, a $400,000 
expedition ($2.9 million in 2013 dollars) 
funded by 350 sponsors that required 
moving 27 tons of food and equipment 
to base camp with the assistance of 909 
porter loads and a herculean one-month 
effort. Led by Norman Dyhrenfurth, the 
eddie Bauer-outfitted expedition was the 
third to successfully place climbers on the 
summit. The success turned Whittaker 
into a national celebrity and elevated the 
stature of all six climbers who reached the 
summit. President Kennedy presented 
the Hubbard medal to the entire Amee 
team for their tireless two months on 

return to the west ridge
A team of four climbers returns to retrace the route and 
the story of one of mountaineering’s boldest ascents

brent bishop

two-time summiter of 
mt. everest, founder 
of the sagarmatha 
environmental 
expedition, and son 
of barry bishop, who 
summited in 1963.

jake norton

west ridge team leader 
who has summited mt. 
everest three times 
and is on a mission to 
climb 21 of the world’s 
highest peaks for safe 
drinking water.

charley mace

a filmmaker who was a 
cameraman and guide 
on the expedition that 
helped blind climber 
erik weihenmayer 
reach the summit of 
mt. everest.

david morton

guide and lensman 
who has participated 
in more than a 
dozen expeditions to 
8,000-meter peaks and 
has summited everest 
three times.

� �David�Morton,�Jake�Norton,�
and�Brent�Bishop�resting�in�
the�Khumbu�Icefall

lute jerstad

amee member who 
summited via south 
col with barry bishop 
and linked up for the 
legendary descent with 
hornbein and unsoeld.

barry bishop

member of amee, and 
photographer for the 
national geographic 
society, who summited 
everest via the south 
col and survived the 
legendary bivouac.

willi unsoeld

west ridge team leader 
who completed the 
visionary first ascent 
of the west ridge and 
survived the 1976 
tragedy on nanda devi 
that killed his daughter.

tom hornbein

amee team member 
who completed the 
first ascent of the west 
ridge in alpine style 
and the first traverse 
of a high himalayan 
peak with unsoeld.P
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Everest, at the insistence of Dyhrenfurth, 

underscoring the collaborative nature this 

bold undertaking demanded. Hundreds 

now climb Everest in a single season. 

Ninety-seven percent who climb from 

the Nepal side attempt the climb via the 

original South Col route, and the camps 

on the mountain are a very different 

place. The events and the expedition of 

1963 still resonate deeply throughout 

climbing culture, which is the reason Eddie 

Bauer returned in 2012 with two teams 

of the world’s best high-altitude climbers 

led by Dave Hahn and Jake Norton, with 

two objectives in mind—setting summit 

records via the South Col and tackling 

the West Ridge via the Hornbein Couloir.

Honoring tHe Hard route 

Everest’s West Ridge has long 

represented a foreboding challenge 

and a dangerous route to the summit. 

During the 1963 AMEE expedition, 

climbers Tom Hornbein and Willi Unsoeld 

completed the first successful ascent of 

the West Ridge route and the first-ever 

traverse of a high Himalayan peak in 

alpine style. The first ascent of the West 

Ridge is still universally respected as 

one of the greatest achievements in the 

history of mountaineering. The route 

is a dangerous one that has presented 

an equal chance of death or success 

during the past 50 years. Including the 

West Ridge direct variation, it has been 

attempted more than 60 times with only 

30 successful climbs yet 20 fatalities, 

including six French climbers who were 

killed in an avalanche while attempting 

the route in 1974. The Hornbein Couloir 

West Ridge route has only been 

successfully climbed six times, with the 

last successful expedition in 1989. In the 

decades since the first ascent, more 

men have stood on the moon than 

have repeated the West Ridge route of 

Hornbein and Unsoeld. 

“It’s hard to separate that sense 

of the unknown, the uncertainty, the 

adventure, from the core essence of 

why people climb,” David Morton says. 

“The West Ridge in particular was 

just one of the best examples in early 

Himalayan climbing of people trying 

something completely uncertain just for 

the adventure of it, and not really even 

caring about the summit as much as 

trying something bold.”

It’s easy to celebrate it and romanticize 

it, but there was a lot of danger back 

then,” Morton continues. “The stakes 

were high and when they did the West 

Ridge particularly, they were either going 

up and over and down, or they probably 

weren’t coming back.”

To honor the anniversary of this bold 

and visionary ascent, Eddie Bauer West 

Ridge team members Jake Norton, 

The West Ridge in particular was just one 
of the best examples in early Himalayan 
climbing of people trying something 
completely uncertain just for the 
adventure of it. —David Morton

SUMMER OUTFITTER BOOK 2013   everest
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setting records  
on the original 
south col route

Eddie Bauer guides set summit 
high marks on Everest with 
patience and persistence

dave HaHn

Called “the king 
of patience” by ed 
viesturs, dave Hahn 
has summited Mt. 
everest 14 times, more 
than any non-sherpa. 
He has also led 29 
attempts on denali and 
guided the shackleton 
traverse on south 
georgia island on 
seven occasions.

Melissa arnot

Melissa arnot has 
summited everest four 
times, the most of 
any Western woman. 
she has summited Mt. 
rainier more than 90 
times, and has guided 
and climbed for causes 
such as the summit 
on the summit and 
everest team 
inspi(red).

David Morton, 
Charley Mace, 
and Brent Bishop 
traveled to Everest 
and followed in 
the footsteps 
of Unsoeld and 
Hornbein’s route 
to within 150 
vertical meters of 
the West Ridge. 
They spent 45 

days battling the mountain but due 
to dry, wind-scoured terrain, excessive 
rockfall, and brutal climbing conditions 
that included bulletproof, ancient ice in 
the Hornbein Couloir, the West Ridge 
refused to be climbed in 2012. The 
West Ridge team was turned back and 
forced to abandon their climb, but their 
experience is a potent reminder of 
the magnitude of the first West Ridge 
ascent and the challenge that remains.

soutH Col aCHieveMent 
On the South Col side of the 
mountain, a hectic and crowded 
climbing season in 2012 still granted 

Eddie Bauer First Ascent guides Dave 
Hahn and Melissa Arnot a window to 
reach the summit on May 26, when 
they set Everest summit records in 
the process. With calculated patience, 
Hahn earned his 14th summit of Mt. 
Everest, setting a new record for 
most non-Sherpa summits. Melissa 
Arnot claimed her fourth summit, 
setting a new record for the most  
by any Western woman.  

“It was a slightly surreal day, 
 as always, hanging out at 
8,000 meters,” Hahn says in his 
characteristically understated tone. 
But in a season that saw avalanches, 
rockfall, and tragedy, and long 
lines of climbers on prime summit 
days, Hahn was called the “king of 
patience” for his efforts in leading 
the team to a safe, successful 
summit. “I never thought I would 
be lucky enough to summit Everest 
once, let alone four times,” Arnot 
summarizes. “The experience has 
given me a sense of gratitude 
grounded in the idea that anything  
is possible.”

� �from�left:�
Dave�Hahn�working�
through�the�Khumbu��
Icefall�//�leif�
Whittaker�navigating�
the�Khumbu�Icefall�
and�retracing�his�
father’s�summit�
route�//�the�Katabatic�
shining�at�Camp�II�
//�melissa�Arnot�
acclimatizing�on�mt.�
everest�before�her�
record�summit�bid
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everest tested
ExpEdition Mitts The down-insulated gauntlets 

had leather palms and lambs’ wool fleece on the back of the 

hands to protect the skin when rubbing nose or face.

wool shirt

A staple of the AMEE 

 climbing gear. According 

to expedition records, 

it was made by Black 

Manufacturing Co., a 

longtime Seattle icon.

Mt. EvErEst 

parka

The model worn by the 

1963 AMEE team, the 

most extreme parka 

ever in the Eddie Bauer 

line, rated to -85°F. The 

one shown here was 

worn by Pete Schoening 

in 1966 in Antarctica.

stylE 25  

down shirt

The down shirt that  

won universal praise  

from the AMEE team.

two layErs of down pants

The tan Style 26 down pants were chosen by the 

AMEE as their insulated baselayer. The blue down Mt. 

Everest Pants were the outer layer, rated to -70°F.

1963 aMEE portEr cratE

The AMEE took 54,000 pounds of gear 

and food to Nepal, requiring more 

than 900 porters. This was box #349.then

summer OuTFITTer BOOK 2013   EvErEst

Breaking down the gear trusted on everest for 
the 1963 AMee and 50th anniversary climbs

now

800.426.8020 // eddIeBauer.cOm     11

MicrothErM™ 

down shirt

The lightest down 
layer in our history. 
Water-repellent and 
windproof. Premium 

800 fill down;  
ripstop nylon shell.

MaxiMus duffEl 80l

Upgraded. Bombproof tarpaulin and ripstop 
nylon; double-layer CORDURA® bottom. Five 

carry handles. Padded shoulder straps. Wear-
resistant Grind Guard webbing system.

A23 140 1536   $149

first ascEnt® 

suMMit Mitt

Light, tough nylon 
shell. PrimaLoft® 

insulation; removable 
550 fill down/wool 

blend liner. Pittards® 
leather palm grip.
A41 140 0009   $129

ExpEdition-

wEight bat 

hang hoodiE

Cocona® polyester for 
evaporative cooling 

and UV protection. 
Moisture-wicking; 
quick-drying. Grid 

construction trims  
bulk. Polyester. 

A29 140 0578   $89.95

katabatic 3 tEnt

Best in Class. Smaller overall footprint. 
Double-wall and Y-Fly construction. Two-

vestibule design; steep walls. Double-D 
door design. Ripstop nylon and polyester. 

N23 141 1753   $599

pEak xv down suit 

Extremely light, warm, and 
compressible. 850 fill down; 

rugged, waterproof  
CORDURA ripstop nylon. 

B88 140 0521   $999

alchEMist 

40l pack

Best in Class. Expands 
to 55L, cinches down 

small. Integrated bivy 
pad. Compression rods; 

second lid. Ultralight, 
water-repellent ripstop 
nylon. Patent pending.

C23 141 1793   $199

 All  i tems  imported,  unless  stAted  otherwise   All  AvA il Able  s izes  &  colors  At  edd iebAuer.com



EXPEDITION 
CLASS

2008

EDDIE BAUER DECIDES 

TO RETURN TO GEAR

One year after the genesis of the First 

Ascent development initiative, the brand 

sets the goal of building the best four-

season expedition tent in existence. It’s 

a bold vision that will take fi ve years to 

successfully execute to the highest level.

2012

THE TRIUMPHANT 

RETURN TO EVEREST

Fully approved by the entire First Ascent 

guide team, the Katabatic returns—38 

tents strong—as the offi cial tent for every 

member of both the West Ridge and 

South Col teams. The tent survives 121 

mph winds and reaches 25,938 feet.

2010

NEW INTENSE 

COMMITMENT TO GEAR

After prototype shortcomings were 

revealed during its use on Everest, an 

expanded gear team recommits to the 

Katabatic project to perfect the design 

based on the detailed feedback of

guides Peter Whittaker and Ed Viesturs.

2011

KATABATIC PASSES THE 

TEST ON MAKALU 

Eddie Bauer First Ascent guides David 

Morton and Melissa Arnot take the 

fourth-generation Katabatic to Makalu 

and come within 100 meters of the 

summit. Morton then takes it up the 

South Col route on Everest. 

2009

PROTO THREE 

EXPOSED ON EVEREST

During the Eddie Bauer First Ascent 

Return to Everest in 2009, the short-

comings of proto three are exposed and 

the guides return without giving the 

2009 tent their fi nal approval. An entire 

production run is scrapped as a result.

THE ROUTE TO EVEREST SHELTER Five years of testing and toil created fi ve 
milestones of four-season development

DOUBLE-D DOOR

Easier entry, exit, and access 

to vestibule storage areas

12
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Five years of exhaustive 
testing create the best 
high-altitude expedition 
shelter ever built

WATCH THE KATABATIC VIDEO NOW AT 
GETOUTSI.DE/KATABATICONEVEREST

KATABATIC TENT

BEST IN CLASS. Guide-
built and guide-tested® on 
First Ascent expeditions to 
the world’s highest peaks. 
Two-plus person, four-season 
expedition tent with ample 
room for mountaineering gear 
and essentials. Double-D door 
design for easy entry/exit/
access to vestibule storage 
areas. Exclusive Y-fly design 
sheds more snow and adds 
load strength. Smaller overall 
footprint means less work 
prepping the pitch site. Two-
vestibule design provides 
extra space and storage. 
Double-wall construction for 
condensation control. Steep 
walls maximize livable space. 
Six-pocket interior organizer. Storage sack and 

stakes included. Color-coded DAC aluminum poles. 

40D ripstop nylon wall; 20D polyester mesh; 75D 

coated ripstop polyester flysheet; 70D coated nylon 

taffeta floor. Spot clean. 90"L x 85"W x 48"H. 

Interior: 48 sq. ft. Vestibule: 18 sq. ft.

N23 140 1753 $599
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THE KATABATIC 3 SHOWN 

WITHOUT FLYSHEET

STEEP DOUBLE WALLS

Maximize fl oor space, 

control condensation
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RESPECT IN 
THE MAKING
The Katabatic earns 
high praise after fi ve 
tireless years of testing

NUMBER OF 
PROTOS UNTIL 
FULL GUIDE
CERTIFICATION9

25,938
Elevation the production Katabatic 

reached at the South Col in 2012

CONTINENTS 
WHERE THE 
KATABATIC  
WAS TESTED 6

Number of nights spent testing the 

Katabatic on the world’s tallest 

peaks, including Everest and Makalu

1,000+

121
Wind speed in 

miles per hour 

that Melissa 

Arnot’s Katabatic 

survived during 

her 2012 ascent

 THE KATABATICS ARE 
KILLER. LOVING USING 
THESE TENTS THIS 
SEASON ON EVEREST.

—David Morton, reporting via 
satellite phone from Camp II 

on Mt. Everest in 2012



EXPANDABLE

40- to 55-liter range for 

approach or descent 

ADJUSTABLE 

LOAD LIFTERS

Allow quick changes

DELRIN® 

COMPRESSION 

RODS

Stabilize heavy loads

210D/420D 

TRIPLE 

RIPSTOP WITH 

TPU COATING

Repels water, 

resists abrasion

An expandable alpine pack equipped for hauling heavy loads on big Himalayan peaks

ALCHEMIST 40L

INTERVIEW 

DAVID MORTON 
WEST RIDGE TEAM MEMBER WHO 

HAS TACKLED HIMALAYAN PEAKS 

FROM EVEREST TO MAKALU

 HOW DID THE ALCHEMIST 

PERFORM FOR YOU ON EVEREST?

I used it every day on Everest, 

whether I was carrying a big load 

or a standard smaller load. And 

so the expandability aspect to it, 

I’ve always thought, is perfect for 

that type of climb in the Himalaya, 

where when we moved up to 

Camp II on Everest, we brought 

everything just how we would on 

any other mountain.
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THE ALCHEMIST 40L

BEST IN CLASS. An alpine pack that sizes up easily 
to 55 liters when hauling heavy loads or cleaning 
camps after a summit push, then cinches down small 
for summit days. Intuitive design with integrated, 
removable bivy pad, quick-access tool release 
function, adjustable load lifters, and exterior gear 
organizer. Ultralight, water-repellent, and abrasion-
resistant ripstop nylon. Patent pending.
C23 140 1793  $199

40-LITER CAPACITY 

EXPANDS TO…BACK

INTEGRATED 

BIVY PAD

For breaks, belays, 

or unplanned 

overnights 

A FULL 55-LITER 

CAPACITY

800.426.8020 // EDDIEBAUER.COM 15

WATCH THE ALCHEMIST VIDEO NOW AT 
GETOUTSI.DE/ALCHEMISTONEVEREST

 WHAT WAS THE HEAVIEST 

LOAD YOU CARRIED?

I think that we probably carried not 
massive loads, but probably 60—65 
pounds, 60—70 pounds and maxed 
out in terms of volume, for sure. 
On Makalu, Melissa and I carried at 
least 75-pound loads, and so we’ve 
used it in expanded mode, and then 
once we had camps established 
and we were going up and down 
between those with smaller loads, 
we’d use it in the smaller version.

 TYING BACK TO ’63, DOES IT 

EMPHASIZE THE IMPORTANCE 

OF TESTING GEAR IN HIGH-

ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENTS?

Yeah, I remember all of those guys 
telling us about the gear after ’63, 
and it made me realize how much 
input is generated from trips where 
you’re wearing the gear for that 
long, day after day. I’m sure that 
Eddie Bauer used that back then 
with those guys coming back, and I 
know that we use it now. There’s no 
question that you can learn a ton by 
putting those jackets on 30 people 
and seeing what works and what 
doesn’t on Everest.

 ARE YOU ASTOUNDED BY 

THE GEAR USED IN 1963?

Yeah, I am for sure.  We were talking 
to these guys and they would tell 
us about what they were using, and 
their parkas, those red ones, looked 
great. But I couldn’t believe they 
didn’t have more on their legs. And 
they all wore down underwear, which 
sounds awful. I can’t imagine, but 
everything was way heavier. Those 
down parkas must have weighed four 
times what they weigh for us.

 ALL  I TEMS  IMPORTED,  UNLESS  STATED  OTHERWISE   ALL  AVA IL ABLE  S IZES  &  COLORS  AT  EDD IEBAUER.COM
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whittaker 
revisits everest 

The first American to summit Mt. Everest returns to  
the Khumbu Valley and treks to Thangboche Monastery 
with his family to pay his respects to The Big One again

 A
s the first american to reach 
the summit of mt. everest, 
Jim Whittaker was honored 
as a hero of high-altitude 
achievement. in the five 

decades since, Whittaker has exemplified 
strength and alpinism with achievements 
that range from working as the first 
ceo of rei to leading the 1978 american 
expedition to K2. His career included 
guiding robert Kennedy up mt. Kennedy 
in canada’s Yukon and expanded to 
include everything from speaking 
engagements to authoring best-selling 
books. Yet big Jim Whittaker’s name was 
made on everest, and he has maintained 
a strong connection to the mountain 
ever since his 1963 climb.

in 2012, at age 83, 
Whittaker set out to 
trek from Lukla to base 
camp with his son Leif, 
who went on to retrace 
his father’s historic 
footsteps to the summit 
on the eddie bauer 
South col expedition 
with melissa arnot and 
dave Hahn. “What an 
example he is to all of us 
in climbing terms, how 
he approached all of his 
goals with strength,” 
eddie bauer South col 
team leader dave Hahn 

says. “Just as he was a man worthy of 
a nation to look up to in 1963, it’s a nice 
slap in the face and a wake-up call to me 
that, yes, that wasn’t by accident. He’s 
big Jim.”

along the way, Whittaker revisited 
locations, events, and friendships that 
were part of his original climb and his 
retracing of the route to base camp in 
2003. Feeling the effects of sickness, 
Whittaker was forced to turn back at 
Thangboche monastery, after seeing 
everest in person one more time. “You’re 
coming out of that corner on the way to 
Thangboche and suddenly you look over. 
There’s the Nuptse ridge. and sitting 
above and beyond the Nuptse ridge is 
that glorious, wonderful, and incredibly 
beautiful peak—that summit of everest, 
the highest peak in the world, ‘the 
goddess mother of the world,’” Whittaker 
recounts. “and i look up there and say, 
‘Hello, old friend.’”

“it was kind of tough to turn around 
there, but i’ve always said the summit 
is optional; to get down is mandatory,” 
says Whittaker who, with his wife and his 
son, visited memorials at the monastery 
for four climbers from the 1963 trip, 
including Jake breitenbach, Lute 
Jerstad, Gil roberts, and barry bishop. 
it was a return to the mountain that he 
will always be linked with and a powerful 
experience for all the participants in the 
50th anniversary climb.
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� �top:��
Jim�Whittaker�in�
his�Eddie�Bauer�
down�at�base�
camp�in�1963�
BottoM:��
Whittaker�
returning�to�base�
camp�in�2003�
on�the�40th�
anniversary

1963

earns first american 

ascent of everest

Jim Whittaker and Nawang Gombu Sherpa 

climb to the highest point on Earth on 

May 1, 1963. Whittaker plants the U.S. 

flag on the summit of Mt. Everest, then 

descends safely through the Khumbu 

Icefall and returns as a new national hero.

2012

big jim returns to  

the khumbu valley

On a mission to pay his respects to Mt. 

Everest once again, Whittaker, now 83, 

treks to Thangboche Monastery with his 

family and says hello to the mountain 

one more time, after visiting memorials 

to four AMEE climbers at the monastery.

1978

leads first american 

ascent of k2

Whittaker leads an expedition to the 

world’s second highest peak that places 

John Roskelley, Rick Ridgeway, Jim 

Wickwire, and Louis Reichardt on the 

summit, for the first American ascent via 

the previously unclimbed Northeast Ridge. 

1990

the international 

himalayan peace climb

Whittaker spearheads an expedition that 

placed climbers on the summit of Mt. 

Everest during Earth Week, on a climb that 

was the first time climbers from the United 

States, the Soviet Union, and China had 

roped up together to climb a mountain. 

1965

guides rfk on first 

ascent of mt. kennedy

The highest unclimbed peak in North 

America was named in honor of President 

John F. Kennedy after his assassination. 

Whittaker guided the younger Kennedy  

to the first ascent of this peak in the  

St. Elias Range of the Yukon.

A lifetime of Achievement

What an example he is to all of 
us in climbing terms, how he 
approached all of his goals 
with strength. —dave Hahn

1963

2003
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watch whittaker return to the khumbu at  

getoutsi.de/WhittAkerreturns

�the�South�Col�team�
revisiting�Whittaker’s�
historic�story�on�the�trek�
back�to�thangboche�

�Whittaker�
displaying�the�
original�elevation�
that�made�him�
famous�on�his�
Washington�plate

�Whittaker�
feeling�the�
presence�of��
his�old�friend�
Mt.�Everest

� �thangboche�Monastery,��
with�memorials�to�four�
climbers�from�the�1963�
AMEE�in�the�foreground



[men’s]

[1] guide gloves lite

Pittards® leather palm/fingers. DWR finish. 
Polyester. Merino jersey lining. 
XS-XL	 A41 140 0051 $69.95

[2] mountain guide 

lite pants

Easy-close cuff goes over boots. Breathable 
Schoeller® nylon/spandex with 3XDry® finish. 
Water-resistant and windproof, with our 
StormRepel® DWR finish. Nylon/polyester/
spandex knees and seat. 
reg	S-XXL A88 140 0457 $179

taLL	M-XL A88 140 0544 $199

[3] solarfoil hoodie

Integrated Cocona® polyester wicks moisture 
and dries fast. UPF 30+. Oversized hood. 
Recycled polyester.
reg	S-XXL B29 140 0630 $59.95

taLL	M-XXL B29 140 0631 $69.95

[4] accelerant Jacket

Breathable fleece stretch side panels. 
40G PrimaLoft® ONE polyester insulation. 
Water-repellent, wind-resistant nylon shell; 
StormRepel® DWR finish. Polyester/spandex.
reg	S-XXL B88 140 0445 $179

taLL	M-XXL B88 140 0446 $199

[5] flexband trucker hat

Stretches to fit. Cotton/spandex.  
M-L	 A41 140 0022 $24.95

[6] suunto® core watch

See eddiebauer.com for full details.
N22	140 3048  $299

[7] alchemist 40l

See p14.

[8] midweight

trekking socks

Premium merino wool/nylon/spandex, 
designed for trails. 
M,	L B41 140 0018 $19.95

[9] la sportiva
®
 xplorer 

mid-gtx hiking shoes

Breathable mesh upper. Gore-Tex® Extended 
Comfort lining. Vibram® rubber sole. 
Sizes 8-12, 13.
a19	140 2964  $180
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himalayan trekking gear
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[1]

[3]

[2]

[4]

[5]

[7]

[6]

[8, 9]

[1] travex® pants

Wear full-length or roll up with button tabs. 
Fast-drying; moisture-wicking. UPF 50+.  
DWR finish. Nylon/spandex. 
reg	2-20 B31 140 0478 $69.95

petite	2-18 B31 140 0479 $69.95

taLL	6-20 B31 140 0480 $79.95

[2] sandstone soft 

shell Jacket

Lightweight, breathable 4-way stretch. 
Dropped back hem helps keep you dry; 
low-profile hem drawcord seals in heat. 
Reflective details. Nylon/polyester/spandex 
with StormRepel® DWR finish.
reg	XS-XL B89 140 0402 $89.95

[3] midweight 1/4-zip 

baselayer

Integrated technical Cocona polyester 
speeds evaporation and retains warmth 
during high-output activities. Polyester. 
reg	XS-XXL B31 140 0392 $49.95

taLL	M-XXL B31 140 0393 $54.95

[4] heavyweight 

all-mountain socks

Moisture-wicking, quick-drying. Instep, 
underfoot, and shin cushioning.  
Merino wool/nylon/spandex.
M,	L B41 140 0019 $21.95

[5] la sportiva trango s 

evo gtx climbing boots

CORDURA® nylon upper; waterproof GORE-TEX® 
lining. Crampon reinforcement in back.  
Sticky Supertrek Rubber sole. Sizes 6-10.
a20	140 5382  $320

[6] multiclava

See p40.

[7] solarfoil hoodie

Integrated Cocona polyester wicks moisture 
and dries fast. UPF 30+. Recycled polyester.
reg	XS-XXL B31 140 0450 $59.95

[8] wind pro® gloves

Unixex. Four times more wind-resistant than 
traditional fleece. Silicone tackified palm. 
Snug fleece cuff. Breathable Polartec® 
polyester. Use in mild weather or as a liner.
XS-XL	 A41 140 0039 $29.95

[9] bacon pack

Ideal for summiting. Packs into own pocket. 
Removable waist belt. Retractable cable 
loops for tools. 210D triple ripstop nylon 
reinforced with 30D diamond ripstop 
CORDURA nylon. 1 1⁄2 lbs; 28 liters.
C23	140 1855  $99.95
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The full kit of technical mountain apparel for trekking from 
Lukla to Namche Bazaar to Everest Base Camp and back 

[women’s]

[2]

[3]

[4, 5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[1]
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in support of 
the sherpa

Melissa Arnot and David Morton create  
the Juniper Fund to ensure support for 
Sherpa families faced with tragedy

 T
here are moments that change 
your life. They happen and 
you never see them coming, 
but after, nothing is the 
same. in late october 2010, 

i experienced one of those moments. 
While climbing a 7,000-meter peak 
in the Himalaya, my good friend and 
climbing partner, chhewang Nima 
Sherpa, was killed by collapsing ice. He 
was a father, a husband, and a pillar of 
the Sherpa community. a sponsored 
climber, he had the second-most everest 
summits in the mountain’s history. He 
was giving and kind. and he was gone.

in the minutes, hours, and days that 
followed, i was filled with questions 
about how to handle a tragedy like 
this in a country with rules i didn’t 
understand. i was uneducated on what 
sort of government insurance he had, 
something that i should have known. 
i reached out to my climbing partner 
and Himalaya guiding veteran david 
morton. Some of my questions were 
answered. many were not.

in the years since that accident, 
i have questioned whether or not i 
should keep climbing. Wasn’t one life 
too high a toll? i met with his wife when 
she was ready, trying to comprehend 
the grief and see what she needed. i 
learned that grief isn’t something you 
can understand, and the needs are 
endless. She was solely supported by 

chhewang’s work as a high-altitude 
worker. She was left without her 
husband, and she required help. 

The conversation between david 
and me turned into a puzzle needing 
to be solved. We, as customers in 
these underserved areas, have an 
obligation to advocate for rescue rights 
for mountain workers. We need to 
understand before an accident happens 
how the insurance offered by the 
government works. We need to strive 
to help the government and outfitters 
administer the maximum allowed 
insurance rather than the minimum.  
We started the Juniper Fund in 2013  
to address this need.  

The Juniper Fund provides 
opportunities for individuals, families, 
and communities impacted by the  
death or disabling injury of mountain 
workers in 
underserved 
areas. The 
activities we 
pursue are 
sometimes 
dangerous. We 
cannot change 
that. but we can 
be educated and 
prepared in the 
event of a tragedy. 
The Juniper  
Fund can help.
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eb gives back 2% oF The neT SAleS FroM The SuMMer 
ouTFiTTer Book will Be DonATeD To The Juniper FunD.

� �from�top:�
Sherpa�support�on�
the�2012�expedition�
//�David�morton�with�
his�son�thorne�and�
tenzing�Chosang�
Sherpa�on�a�2012�
goodwill�visit�//��
morton�family�trek,�
introducing�his�son�
to�the�Himalaya�in�
2012�//�New�friends�
thorne�and�tenzing�
Chosang�Sherpa�
communicating�
across�cultures�
without�translation.�

by eddie bauer First ascent guide Melissa arnot
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�David�morton�checking�his�
shot�with�tenzing�Chosang�
Sherpa,�a�beneficiary�of�the�
Juniper�fund’s�activities,�
whose�father�died�working�
on�mt.�Everest�in�2006.
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 W
hen big-wall free climber 
Mason earle headed 
north to the cirque of 
the Unclimbables in 
canada’s Northwest 

territories, it was with his sights set on 
the sheer 2,000-foot southeast face of 
Mt. Proboscis. the imposing tower of 
steep, hard granite has drawn climbers 
from royal robbins and layton Kor 
to todd Skinner and Galen rowell to 
its remote location for decades due to 
the massive vertical challenge. Over a 
17-day stretch, earle completed a bold 
new free ascent of the 15-pitch at Dawn 
We ride (vi 5.12c r) with the climbing 
support of eddie Bauer teammate Katie 
lambert, photographer Ben Ditto, and 
Bronson Hovnanian.

the foursome made steady free 
climbing progress up a variation of the 
Grendel route established in 1996 with 
a siege-style technique that utilized 
long rappels to their camp at the end 
of each day. they also experienced 
an uncharacteristically good weather 
window in this near-arctic location 
that made for fast face-climbing 
progress up the wall, with earle 
spending two full days redpointing 
three crux pitches of 11 total that had 

been previously only climbed on aid. 
the burly highlights of the expedition 
included 20- to 30-foot run-outs right 
off belay, closed off seams protected 
only with beaks, and one day when 
earle spent seven hours on lead while 
hand-drilling protection and hanging 
on hooks. While earle and Hovnanian 
were still working the final pitches of 
the first ascent route, lambert and 
Ditto completed the first one-day, all-
free ascent on the neighboring Women 
at Work (vi 5.12 r) route.

During the last day, bad weather 
descended while the team was high on 
the wall, which forced earle to crimp 
out the last two and most difficult 
pitches in blizzard conditions with wet, 
frozen feet. at the top, earle screamed 
in triumph before the team completed 
the 1,000-foot rappels back to their 
camp at the base of the climb. “it 
was a huge mental battle and it was 
one of those moments where i really, 
truly had to dig deep,” earle says. 
“We just kept telling 
ourselves that we 
were there to try the 
biggest, baddest line 
and we had to stay 
committed to it.”

New Eddie Bauer team member Mason Earle 
pioneers a bold big-wall free climb in Canada’s 
remote Northwest Territories

  mason earle 
charging the first 
free ascent of the 
15-pitch At Dawn 
We ride on mt. 
Proboscis
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Watch Mason send It In the cIrque at 

getoutsi.de/unclimbables
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�Mason�Earle,�one�shoe�
at�a�time,�high�on�the��
2,000-foot�vertical�granite��
face�of�Mt.�Proboscis
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[men’s]
[1] high route shirt

Soft, wicking hollow-core polyester/rayon.  
Dries quickly. Snap closure; security pocket.
reg S-XXL B29 140 0633 $69.95

tall M-XXL B29 140 0634 $79.95

[2] wind pro® gloves

See p19. 

[3] genius stretch belt

the most comfortable, easy-to use belt our guides 
have designed yet. Slight stretch for comfort. 
Secure, low-profile aluminum hook buckle. 
adjustable. one size. 
N16 140 0086  $24.95

[4] guide pants

Breathable Schoeller® nylon/spandex with 3XDry® 
finish. articulated knees; trimmed calves. Dual 
cargo pockets. DWr finish. 
reg 30, 33 (iNseam 30", 32"); 32, 34 (iNseam 30"-34" eveN); 

36, 38 (iNseam 32", 34")

B29 140 0635  $69.95

[5] maximus duffel 40l

Five-point carry handle system with tie-down 
options. Bombproof reinforcement; padded 
shoulder straps. grind guard protective webbing 
system. 1,000D tarpaulin; 210D ripstop nylon.
N23 140 1852  $109

[6] frontpoint 2.0 jacket

Next-generation alpine hybrid construction. Fuses 
2.5-layer Cocona® waterproof nylon hard shell 
shoulders/sleeves/hood/hem and breathable nylon/
polyester/spandex soft shell body. Stormrepel® 
DWr finish. hinge-style hood. YKK® aquazip zippers. 
hard shell rated 20K/45K. 
reg S-XXL a88 140 0552 $229

tall M-XXL a88 140 0553 $249

[7] merino beanie

guide-tested at all altitudes. 100% merino  
wool. one size.
C41 140 0024  $29.95

[8] uprising jeans

Ideal for climbing, bouldering, or relaxing. Unlike 
tight and tech climbing pants, these look equally 
at home when not at the crag. abrasion-resistant 
CorDUra® denim with integrated stretch for 
greater flexibility. gusseted crotch; articulated 
knees. V-hold belt loops. Cotton/nylon.
reg 30 (iNseam 30", 32"); 32, 34 (iNseam 30"-34" eveN); 

33, 35, 36, 38 (iNseam 32", 34")

a29 140 0618  $79.95

[9] hangfire® hoodie

Brushed fleece torso and two-way stretch fleece  
sides have interior wicking finish. Integrated  
hood. Superior breathability. Polyester (torso/
hood); polyester/spandex (side panels/elbows).
reg S-XXL B88 140 0451 $119

tall M-XXL B88 140 0452 $139

L A  spORT IvA  CL IMB InG  shOEs :  L AspORT IvA .COM

big-wall free climbing gear list
[1]

[2]

[5]

[6]
[7]

[8]

[1, 9]

[3, 4]
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[1] hangfire® jacket

This versatile fleece jacket moves easily between 
activities and seasons. Use as outerwear, or layer 
under a shell when the weather turns nasty. Soft 
fabric and breathable stretch panels provide warmth 
and mobility in any situation. Polyester/spandex.
reg XS-XL B89 140 0726 $99

[2] favorite tank top

Wear alone or layer. Soft, ribbed cotton with a 
touch of spandex for stretch and shape retention. 
Comfortable 1 1⁄2"-wide strap. Shaped fit.
reg XS-XXL B09 140 7053 $24.95

[3] mountain guide lite pants

Highly technical pants with a slim fit, designed 
for mountaineering, backcountry touring, and ice 
climbing. Water-resistant and windproof. Side cargo 
pocket; easy-close cuff goes over boot. Breathable 
Schoeller® nylon/spandex with 3XDry® finish. 
StormRepel® DWR finish. Nylon/polyester/spandex 
knees and seat. Average inseam: 31".
reg XS-XL A89 140 0169 $179

[4] sandstone soft 

shell jacket

Perfect for all high-output activities, with 
lightweight, breathable 4-way stretch. Dropped 
back hem helps keep you dry; low-profile hem 
drawcord seals in heat. Reflective details. Nylon/
polyester/spandex with StormRepel® DWR finish.
reg XS-XL B89 140 0402 $89.95

[5] arclite small 35l pack

An Ed Viesturs/Peter Whittaker brainstorm, this 
traditional top-loader serves as a utility pack 
for every function, from long treks and rough 
scrambles to hauling heavy loads. Durable 420D 
TPU-coated double ripstop nylon with 210D triple 
ripstop nylon. Top lid organizer with three zip 
pockets. Stabilizing Delrin® compression rods. 
Hydration sleeve and portal. Quick-release tool 
carry. Side-entry zipper for easy access.
N23 140 1838  $169

[6] frontpoint 2.0 jacket

Next-generation alpine hybrid construction. Fuses 
2.5-layer Cocona® waterproof nylon hard shell 
shoulders/sleeves/hood/hem and breathable nylon/
polyester/spandex soft shell body. StormRepel® 
DWR finish. Hinge-style hood. YKK® Aquazip 
zippers. Hard shell rated 20K/45K. 
reg XS-XL A89 140 0725 $229

l A  sport ivA  cl imb ing  shoes :  l Asport ivA .com

big-wall 
free 
climbing 
gear list

[1, 2]

[4]

[3]

[5]

[6]

�Katie�Lambert,�on�
a�diversionary�spire�
climb�in�the�Cirque�
of�the�Unclimbables
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 E
ddie Bauer adventure 

kayakers Ben stookesberry 

and chris Korbulic have run 

some isolated and burly 

rivers in their day. But the 

first successful run of the Marble Fork 

of the Kaweah river in sequoia national 

Park was another level of commitment 

entirely. the mission involved an 

eight-day portage and vertical epic of 

establishing a sporty big-wall traverse 

with the assistance of Yosemite-based 

climbers Forrest noble and Jared 

Johnson, then a five-hour descent into 

a never-before-run, 2,000-foot-deep 

canyon with no potential for escape. 

Located in stookesberry’s backyard 

of the sierra nevada Mountains, the 

Kaweah river flows from greater than 

12,000 feet of elevation to near sea level 

in less than 30 miles. the steep gradient, 

combined with snowpacks that average 

30 feet deep and melt quickly in the 

hot california sun, has carved canyons 

into 100-million-year-old bedrock that 

creates an ideal scenario for whitewater 

kayaking. But the most challenging 

aspect of slaying the Marble Fork portion 

of this river was exhibiting the patience 

to hit it at exactly the right flow—a once-

a-decade occurrence—that allowed them 

to tick off the impossible Gorge section 

that was long considered unrunnable by 

the kayak world.

the longtime expedition tandem 

survived a highly technical portage 

around class 6 waterfalls, a separated 

rib, and the sketchy 100-foot gnar of 

the twizzler in a 1,000-vertical-foot 

section over five waterfalls that required 

a near-perfect line. stookesberry, who 

has completed more than 120 first 

descents on wild rivers from the heart 

of africa and the jungle of the amazon 

to the high peaks of the Himalaya, called 

it the hardest river he’d ever run. “We 

had both taken our hits but somehow it 

was fitting for what we had just done,” 

stookesberry reflected on their last night 

in the canyon. “We had kayaked through 

a place where no 

kayaker should 

ever go again and 

came out the other 

side ready to kayak 

another day.”

  Preparing for the 
final section of the 
750-foot rappel into 
the Twizzler section 
of the marble Fork’s 
Impossible Gorge

impossiblE 
gorgE

slayingthE

stookesberry and Korbulic fuse big-wall 
climbing and waterfall kayaking for the first 
descent of an “unrunnable” stretch of river
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Watch Ben and chris slay the GorGe at 

getoutsi.de/Walledin
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SUMMER 
CAMP

 CATALOG  &  EDD IEBAUER.COM ONLY   ALL  I TEMS  IMPORTED,  UNLESS  STATED  OTHERWISE   ALL  AVA IL ABLE  S IZES  &  COLORS  AT  EDD IEBAUER.COM

STARGAZER® 2 TENT

BEST IN CLASS. Utilized by our 

adventure kayak team from the 

heart of Africa to the first-ever run 

of Greenland’s Sarfartoq River, this 

ultralight, 3-season backpacking tent 

uses single-pole setup, color-coded 

for quick pitching. Full flysheet; two 

vestibules. Roomy, with gear loft. 
90"L x 61"W x 43"H. Interior: 36 sq. ft. Vestibule: 16 sq. ft. 
Ripstop nylon/polyester mesh; DAC Featherlite aluminum 
poles. (3-person tent also available.)
N23 140 1755 $299

Nylon taffeta footprint with 10,000mm polyurethane coating.
N23 140 1874 $44.95

Lightweight luxury for epic missions

OLYMPIC DOME

Comfortably fits 6 adults. Large door with full front vestibule and plenty 
of storage. Fast, intuitive set-up with color-coded aluminum poles. Pole 
repair sleeve, guy wires, and stakes included. Full rainfly; tub floor. Fully 
taped seams. 118"L x 144"W x 74"H. Interior: 118 sq. ft. Ripstop nylon/
polyester. Sold separately: nylon taffeta footprint with 10,000mm 
polyurethane coating. (4-person tent and footprint also available.)
6-PERSON N23 140 1751 $399

FOOTPRINT N23 140 1871 $69.95

A GEAR- 
INTENSIVE 
DESCENT
The Stargazer serves 
as portable shelter for 
a siege-style descent

1,000
Total number of vertical feet in 

descent run over fi ve waterfalls

8
NUMBER OF 
750 FT RAPS 
AND CLIMBS 
TO DROP IN

Number of nights Stookesberry and 

Korbulic spent testing the Katabatic 

on river missions last year 

150+

TOTAL LBS  
OF CLIMBING 
GEAR HAULED80

 IT WAS THE HARDEST 
RIVER I’VE EVER RUN.

—Ben Stookesberry 
on the fi rst successful run 

of the Impossible Gorge
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CLASS VI
Rating of the lower section run

CARBON RIVER

Comfortably fits 3 adults. Full rainfly plus 
2 vestibules. Fast, intuitive set-up with 
color-coded aluminum poles. Pole repair 
sleeve, guy wires, and stakes included. 
96.5"L x 73"W x 55"H. Interior: 48.5 sq. 
ft. Nylon/polyester. Sold separately: 
nylon taffeta footprint with 10,000mm 
polyurethane coating. (2 plus-person 
tent and footprint also available.)
3-PERSON N23 140 1748 $249

FOOTPRINT N23 140 1867 $44.95
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SLEEP SPECTRUM 

CAR CAMP

Two levels of complete campground comfort. 
40D ripstop nylon shell.

COMFORT CAMPER +15°

REGULAR 84” x 33”; 3 lbs. 10 oz. N23 140 1767 $249

COMFORT CAMPER +30°

REGULAR 84” x 33”; 2 lbs. 15 oz. N23 140 1768 $199

A classic, built for great insulating efficiency. 
70D polyester taffeta liner and shell.

POLAR KING 0°

REGULAR 80” x 33”; 4 lbs. 14 oz. N23 140 1769 $399

Ideal for family backyard campouts or state park car camping. 
40D ripstop nylon shell with polyester taffeta liner.

CRUISER +40°

REGULAR 76” x 33”; 3 lbs. 7 oz. C23 140 1772 $69.95

Keeps you warm to +15° or +30°

Three-season bag

600 fill Premium European Goose Down

Includes stuff sack/off-season storage bag

Keeps you warm to 0°

No-chill baffle-box construction

600 fill Premium European Goose Down 

Includes stuff sack/off-season storage bag

Keeps you warm to +40°

Box-quilt construction = warmth without bulk

Nylon shell with synthetic fill

Includes stuff sack

 CATALOG  &  EDD IEBAUER.COM ONLY   ALL  I TEMS  IMPORTED,  UNLESS  STATED  OTHERWISE   ALL  AVA IL ABLE  S IZES  &  COLORS  AT  EDD IEBAUER.COM

COMFORT CAMPERPOLAR KING 0°CRUISER +40°
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Six degrees of Eddie Bauer bags for every type of 
camping, from big missions to summer road trips

HIGH CAMP

KARAKORAM -30°
SHORT 78” x 33”; 3 lbs. 12 oz. N23 140 2215 $599

REGULAR 84” x 33”; 3 lbs. 15 oz. N23 140 2214 $599

LONG 90” x 33”; 4 lbs. 4 oz. N23 140 2232 $649

KARAKORAM 0°
SHORT 78” x 33”; 2 lbs. 9 oz. N23 140 2218 $449

REGULAR 84” x 33”; 2 lbs. 12 oz. N23 140 2217 $449

LONG 90” x 33”; 2 lbs. 15 oz. N23 140 2233 $499

KARAKORAM +20°
SHORT 78” x 33”; 2 lbs. 2 oz. N23 140 2236 $349

REGULAR 84” x 33”; 2 lbs. 4 oz. N23 140 2219 $349

LONG 90” x 33”; 2 lbs. 7 oz. N23 140 2237 $379

IGNITER +15° W/PERTEX SHELL
Synthetic insulation with Pertex Endurance shell.

SHORT 78” x 33”; 2 lbs. 10 oz. N23 140 1762 $219

REGULAR 84” x 33”; 2 lbs. 11 oz. N23 140 1801 $219

LONG 90” x 33”; 2 lbs. 15 oz. N23 140 2241 $279

IGNITER +20°
High-efficiency synthetic insulation, even when wet. 

SHORT 78” x 33”; 2 lbs. 5 oz. N23 140 1764 $179

REGULAR 84” x 33”; 2 lbs. 7 oz. N23 140 1803 $179

LONG 90” x 33”; 2 lbs. 12 oz. N23 140 1804 $199

SNOWLINE +20° DOWN
600 fill Premium European Goose Down. 40D ripstop 
nylon shell.

REGULAR 84” x 33”; 2 lbs. 13 oz. N23 140 1765 $229

LONG 90” x 33”; 2 lbs. 15 oz. N23 140 1805 $249

SNOWLINE +20° SYNTHETIC
EB Warmtech synthetic insulation. 40D ripstop nylon shell.

REGULAR 84” x 33”; 3 lbs. 9 oz. N23 140 1766 $89.95

LONG 90” x 33”; 3 lbs. 15 oz. N23 140 1806 $99.95

Keeps you warm to +20°

Three-season bag

600 fill down or synthetic EB Warmtech

Includes stuff sack/off-season storage bag

Keeps you warm to +15° or +20°

Damp or wet environment backpacking

Climashield® Apex synthetic insulation

Abrasion-resistant Pertex® nylon

Keeps you warm to -30°, 0°, or +20°

Ultimate high-altitude warmth and loft

850 fill Premium European Goose Down

Pertex Endurance nylon with DWR finish

IGNITERSNOWLINE™ KARAKORAM



The land of rock serves as the high desert gathering 
place for athletes who need some time off in the sun

essentials
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 W
hen long snow seasons 

end and mud season 

takes over mountain 

towns, our guides and 

athletes escape for the 

desert to seek out an active recharge 

in dry air and bright sun. For biking 

they road trip to Moab, for standup 

sessions they migrate to Baja, and to 

kick off climbing season, they often 

pack the van and head south to the 

world-famous mecca of Joshua tree. 

the area is famous with climbers for 

its thousands of monzogranite routes, 

countless boulder problems, and an arid, 

surreal environment that offers warm, 

dry climbing when other areas are still 

frosted with cold or wet with moisture.  

J tree offers trad-style routes that 

range from 5.5 classics such as Right 

On to test pieces such as 5.12c equinox 

that bookend a diverse 7,000-route 

spectrum of one- to three-pitch climbs 

known for their crack, slab, and steep-

face climbing. the high-desert zone also 

boasts lifetimes of bouldering problems 

that spawn the full V range from easy to 

nearly impossible, which have collectively 

attracted an additional crush of problem-

seekers with crash pads and chalk 

buckets during the last decade.

Within Joshua tree national Park,  

good campsites are limited, drinking 

water is scarce, and services are minimal, 

but the cultural hotspot still draws 

hundreds of climbers on busy weekends 

from October through april to places 

such as the Hidden Valley Campground. 

an international climbing crossroads, J 

tree is marked by campfire socializing, 

colorful characters, and bulletin-board 

interactions, and is serviced by local 

businesses such as the Crossroads Cafe, 

Coyote Corner, and nomad Ventures, 

which cater almost exclusively to the 

massive climbing migrations that turn 

what was once 

a remote desert 

outpost into such 

an epicenter 

during the height 

of the season.

34

joshua 
Tree

escape
To

  melissa Arnot 
and Kent mcBride 
—problem solved— 
enjoying the  
high desert air  
of Joshua Tree
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� �Erik�Leidecker�
topping�out�on�one�
of�the�thousands�of�
boulders�in�J�Tree

relaxed style 
made to endure 
big problems P
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[men’s]
[1] sanuk® fraid so 

flip-flops

Supersoft, high-rebound eVa footbed.  
Canvas and frayed cloth strap. Premium  
suede liner. Sizes 8-14 (whole sizes only).
B19 140 3157  $44

[2] peak bagger polo

this standard polo, updated to suit summer 
missions into the high country, still looks great in 
town. Now with wicking, fast-drying properties and 
flat-lock shoulder seams and side panels to reduce 
friction when worn under a day pack. Zip chest 
pocket. Cotton/polyester. 
reg S-XXL B29 140 0644 $44.95

tall M-XXL B29 140 0645 $49.95

[3] suncloud® 

voucher sunglasses

Polarized polycarbonate lenses with 100% UVa/UVB 
protection. grilamid tr® frame. Midsize wrap. 
N22 140 3286  $49.99

[4] hangfire® jacket

this versatile fleece jacket moves easily between 
activities and seasons. Use as outerwear, or layer 
under a shell when weather turns nasty. Soft fabric 
and breathable stretch panels provide warmth and 
mobility in any situation. Polyester/spandex.
reg S-XXL B88 140 0556 $99

tall M-XXL B88 140 0557 $119

[5] legend wash classic t-shirt

Superior-fitting and constructed of high-quality 
combed cotton tested and trusted to resist 
shrinking and retain color. our exclusive Legend 
Wash makes it incredibly soft, for an already 
broken-in feel and look. 
reg S-XXXL B33 140 8602 $19.95

tall M-XXXL B33 140 8603 $22.95

[6] uprising jeans

See p25.

[7] first ascent® messenger bag

Sling on shoulder or across body. 420D and 210D 
ripstop nylon with tPU coating repels water and 
resists abrasion. Interior organizer includes 
protective laptop sleeve. Molded back panel; 
compression straps. 
C23 140 1739  $99.95

[8] first ascent graphic 

t-shirt—stargazer® tent

Screenprinted on 100% organic cotton.
reg S-XXL a33 140 8183 $24.95

[4, 5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[1]

[2]

[3]

EvOLv  ICEMAn CRAsh  pAD :  EvOLvspORTs.COM

L A  spORT IvA  CL IMB InG  shOEs :  L AspORT IvA .COM



[1] TRAVEX® CARGO SHORTS

Water-repellent, moisture-wicking, and quick-drying. UPF 50. 
Built-in belt. Nylon. Average inseam: 11".
reg 30, 32-35; 36-46 even B29 140 0637 $49.95

[2] MERRELL® bARE ACCESS 

ARC 2 SpORT SHOES

Next-best thing to bare feet. Synthetic/mesh upper. Vibram® 
rubber sole. Machine washable. Sizes 8-12, 13, 14, 15.
B19 140 3152  	 $90

[3] CLASSiC fiT VERSATREX® 

RipSTOp CAMp SHiRT

Durable 3.9-oz. ripstop cotton.
reg S-XXXL B34 140 7944 	 $49.95

tall M-XXXL B34 140 7945 	 $54.95

[8] ADVENTURER® pACK

Big enough for essentials, light enough to carry all day. Air 
mesh and foam back panel; padded adjustable shoulder strap. 
Rubber haul handle. Holds up to 15.4" laptop. 420D ripstop 
nylon; 1,680D ballistic nylon bottom. 20"H x 13"W x 8.5"D. 
Capacity: 1,831 cubic inches/30 liters.
C23 140 1487  	 $79.95

[9] STRAiGHT fiT AUTHENTiC JEANS

Handcrafted denim. Sits below waist; straight through seat, 
thigh, and leg. Cotton.
reg 30 ( inseam 30", 32"); 32, 33, 40 ( inseam 30"-34" even); 34-36, 38 

( inseam 30"-36" even) B03 140 5510 $59.95

long rise 34-44 even ( inseam 34", 36") 

B03 140 5511  	 $64.95

[4] SANDSTONE HOODiE

See p42.

[5] fiRST ASCENT® GRApHiC T-SHiRT—

GUiDE bUiLT, GUiDE TRUSTED®

Screenprinted on 100% organic cotton.
reg S-XXL A33 140 8181 $24.95

[6] CLASSiC fiT HiGH MESA SHiRT

Underarm eyelets. Organic cotton/polyester.
reg S-XXXL B34 140 7884 $49.95

[7] STANLEy® fLASK

Stainless steel; rustproof finish. Lanyard attachment lid.
n22 140 1696 $24

summer OuTFITTer BOOK 2013  	 ESSENTiALS

Relaxed, casual style for       packed for the road

[men’s]

 CATALOG  &  EDD IEBAUER.COM OnLy   ALL  I TEMs  IMpORTED,  UnLEss  sTATED  OThERwIsE   ALL  AvA IL ABLE  s IzEs  &  COLORs  AT  EDD IEBAUER.COM

[1]

[2]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9] [6]

[3, 4]

[women’s]

[1] DAiSy MESSENGER bAG

Fleece-lined tablet sleeve and cell phone pocket. Double clips 
or Velcro® tab closure. Interior organizer. 420D nylon.
C23 140 1929  $59.95

[2] bOyfRiEND JEANS

Sits below natural waist; relaxed through hip and thigh. 
Straight leg. Cotton/spandex. Average inseam (unrolled): 32". 
Additional sizes available.
reg 0-20 B11 140 7456 $69.95

[3] TRAVEX DEpARTURE SHiRT

Lightweight woven stretch fabric for comfort and ease of 
movement. UPF 50. Fast-drying. Polyester/spandex. 
reg XS-XXL B31 140 0472 $49.95

[7] TRAVEX VEST

Rugged enough for adventure, but lightweight, whether on 
your back or in your pack. UPF 50. Four exterior and two 
interior pockets. Back-waist cinch. Breathable, mesh-lined 
back vent. Water-repellent, moisture-wicking nylon.
reg XS-XXL B06 140 9787 $79.95

petite XS-XL B06 140 9788 $79.95

tall M-XXL B06 140 9789 $89.95

plus 1X-3X B06 140 9790 $89.95

[8] TWiST-NECK GRApHiC T-SHiRT

Soft rope neck trim. Cotton.
reg XS-XXL B09 140 9949 $26.95

[4] MiiR WATER bOTTLE

See p45.

[5] TRAVEX JOURNEy SKORT

Travel-friendly performance nylon/spandex with low-profile 
inner shorts and pull-on styling.
reg XS-XXL A31 140 0560 $69.95

[6] MERRELL bARE ACCESS 

ARC 2 SpORT SHOES

Next-best thing to bare feet. Synthetic/mesh upper with 
TPU overlay for a glove-like fit. Low-profile Float midsole.  
Reflective details increase visibility in low light. Vibram rubber 
sole. Machine washable. Sizes 6-10, 11.
B20 140 5563  $90

     summer road trips, where the sun always shines and the beer is always cold
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[1] [2]

[3]

[5]

[4]

[6]

[7, 8]

FALCOn GUIDEs :  FALCOn .COM
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[women’s]
[1] alchemist 30l pack

Sized for single-day climbs or mountain training 
missions. Ultralight 210D triple ripstop and 420D 
ripstop nylon with TPU coating is durable, water-
repellent, and abrasion-resistant. Removable 
aluminum flex framesheet support. Hydration sleeve; 
quick-release tool carry. EVA-molded belt and back.
C23 140 1792  $139

[2] circuit tank top

Designed for yoga, trail running, and hiking, with 
ample support and coverage. High-performance 
stretch knit polyester/spandex with wicking, fast-
dry finish. Built-in shelf bra for light support  
during moderate activity.
reg XS-XXL B31 140 0400 $49.95

[3] travex® infinity 

button-up shirt

Updated to be even more versatile. Long sleeves with 
roll-up tab. UPF 30+. Lightweight, moisture-wicking 
polyester/spandex for comfort and easy movement.
reg XS-XXL B31 140 0460 $59.95

petite XS-XL B31 140 0461 $59.95

tall M-XXL B31 140 0462 $69.95

[4] multiclava

Can be worn multiple ways: headband, scarf, mask, 
hat, bandana, and more. Wind-resistant, breathable, 
and quick-drying. Seamless microfiber polyester. 
C41 140 0046  $19.95

[5] truly straight stayshape® 

jeans—straight leg

Exclusive StayShape denim softly stretches and slims, 
always retaining its shape. For a more fitted look, 
please order one size down. Sits below natural waist; 
straight through hip and thigh. Average inseam: R 33"; 
P 30"; S 31"; L 36". Cotton/polyester/spandex.
reg 0-20 A11 140 4252 $69.95

petite 0-18 A11 140 4253 $69.95

short 0-18 A11 140 5138 $69.95

long 4-20 A11 140 4254 $69.95

[6] suncloud® cookie 

tortoise sunglasses

Slightly oversized for more coverage. Lightweight, 
impact-resistant, polarized lenses. 100% protection 
from UVA/UVB rays. Grilamid nylon frame.
n22 140 2982  $49.99

[7] sandstone hoodie

See p42.

[8] jambu® tidal hydro 

terra shoes

Lightweight, water-friendly, stitchless synthetic 
upper; rubber sole. Velcro® straps. Canal 
Technology drainage system. Sizes 6-10, 11.
B20 140 5709  $89

high desert range
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]
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Lynsey�Dyer�
bouldering�in��
Joshua�Tree



low-profile 

stretch hood

Fits bulklessly over a 

climbing helmet

sandstone hoodie
Durable, breathable protection for hard climbs in unpredictable weather

summer OuTFITTer BOOK 2013   essentials

interview 

mason earle 
from venezuelan walls to 

patagonian faces, big-wall 

free climber mason earle has 

tallied an impressive list of 

ascents since he migrated 

west for desert sandstone

 why did a soft shell work 

for the mt. proboscis climb?

Obviously it’s cold up there, and in 

a perfect world I could just climb 

in the Peak XV, the giant puffy. 

But I only weigh a hundred and 

fifty pounds, so every single ounce 

of weight I can shed is going to 

greatly improve my chances of 

succeeding on any given pitch.

wind- and 

water-

resistant

StormRepel® 

DWR finish repels 

light rain

highly 

breathable 

soft shell

Lets heat 

 escape quickly
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[1] men’s 

sandstone hoodie

[2] women’s 

sandstone hoodie

CHARTREUSE ,  DARK  STEEL KELLY,  L IGHT  STEEL

 what did you like most 

about the sandstone?

It’s a mix of three things: weight– 
you need to be wearing something 
lightweight; range of movement– 
it’s got to be stretchy; and it’s got 
to be durable. Because no matter 
how good you are, no matter what 
type of climbing it is, your elbows, 
your knees, and your shoulders 
are going to be rubbing against 
rock. Normally anything you wear 
is going to get torn up in the fi rst 
100 feet of climbing. But I’ve worn 
the sandstone a ton. I was wearing 
it in Venezuela, I wear it in the utah 
desert, I climb in it a bunch, and it’s 
really resistant to abrasion. You can 
be just wriggling around in any sort 
of chimney and it holds up.

 do you feel like the design 

vibe line matches your 

climbing style?

That’s what I really like specifi cally 
about the sandstone—it’s got a 
real climbing fi t. so you feel really 
unencumbered, there’s no loose 
material that is going to get caught. 
It’s streamlined without any odds 
and ends hanging off that are going 
to slow you down or get snagged.

 what is different about 

the first ascent line?

I think that the guide and athlete 
input in the clothing really shows. 
When you have a piece of clothing 
that’s been scrutinized not only by 
the product developers but, more 
importantly, by the people who are 
out there using it every day and 
relying on it to survive, you’re going 
to end up with a really good product. 
I think that’s ultimately what sets 
First Ascent gear apart, that it’s 
so guide and athlete driven. I think 
that’s super important. It’s stuff that 
we want to be wearing. It ends up 
being really standout gear: the best.

sanDsTone HooDIe

Active performance with an alpine focus. Based on the guide-
favorite sandstone soft shell, this highly breathable, wind- 
and water-resistant shell lets heat escape quickly. Low-profile 
stretch hood. Thumb loops. stormrepel® DWr finish. Active 
fit. Double-weave, four-way-stretch nylon/spandex/polyester. 

[1] men’s

REG S-XXL B88 140 0554 $119

TALL M-XXL B88 140 0555 $139

[2] women’s

REG XS-XXL B89 140 0724 $119
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[1] long-sleeve 

infinity t-shirt

Lightweight and versatile. UPF 50+. 
Moisture-wicking polyester/spandex.
reg XS-XXL B31 140 0457 $39.95

petite XS-XL B31 140 0458 $39.95

tall M-XXL B31 140 0459 $44.95

[2] suncloud® 

carousel sunglasses

Polarized polycarbonate lenses. 100% 
protection from UVA/UVB rays. 8-base  
lens curvature. Grilamid nylon frame. 
N22 140 3531  $49.99

[3] skort

Lightweight, packable, and water-repellent. 
Features low-profile, built-in shorts, so you 
have the look of a skirt with the freedom of 
shorts. Moisture-wicking and fast-drying. 
UPF 50+ protects your skin from the sun. 
Front zip/snap closure. Nylon/spandex with 
our exclusive StormRepel® DWR finish. 
Average length: R 17"; P 16"; T 18 1⁄2".
reg 2-20 B31 140 0487 $59.95

petite 2-18 B31 140 0488 $59.95

tall 6-20 B31 140 0489 $69.95

[4] short-sleeve 

infinity t-shirt

Lightweight and versatile. UPF 50+. 
Moisture-wicking polyester/spandex.
reg XS-XXL B31 140 0454 $29.95

petite XS-XL B31 140 0455 $29.95

tall M-XXL B31 140 0456 $34.95

[5] daisy Wrap

Our wrinkle-resistant wrap is made of a 
lightweight, performance stretch fabric that 
wicks moisture and packs down small for 
travel. Draped front. Easy-care polyester/
Tencel®/spandex. 
reg XS-XXL B31 140 0469 $59.95

[6] aster convertible 

skirt

Low-maintenance, high-performance travel 
two-fer: Wear it as a skirt, or unroll the 
waistband to convert it into a bandeau dress 
you can wear everywhere. Packs small and 
saves space, making this piece an around-
the-world must. UPF 50+. Moisture-wicking 
polyester/spandex. Average length: 38 3⁄4" 
(dress); 26 1⁄2" (skirt).
reg XS-XXL B31 140 0466 $59.95
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[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[1]

summer migration
Comfortable, breathable, and adaptable style made to pack quickly 
for spontaneous road trips or long weekends seeking out sun 

[7] sanuk® yoga spree 

funk flip-flops

Woven strap with webbing liner. Ultra-soft 
sealed footbed made from real yoga mats. 
Happy U ribbed rubber sponge sole. Vegan/
vegetarian. Sizes 6-11 (whole sizes only).
B20 140 5580  $32

[8] capris

Secure zip pockets. UPF 50+.  Fast-drying 
and moisture-wicking. Nylon/spandex; 
durable, water-repellent finish. Average 
inseam: R 21"; P 19"; T 23".
reg 2-20 B31 140 0481 $59.95

petite 2-18 B31 140 0482 $59.95

tall 6-20 B31 140 0483 $69.95

[9] trailhead backpack

Laptop pocket fits laptop up to 15.4". Easy-
access organizer panel for extra storage. 
Hydration-compatible sleeve. Adjustable, 
padded straps. Side mesh pockets; large 
front mesh pocket with reflective trim. 
Bungee and compression straps. 420D 
nylon; 1,680D ballistic nylon bottom. 19"H x 
11"W x 7 1⁄2"D. 1,403 cubic inches (22L).
C23 140 1605  $59.95

[10] miir Water bottle

27-oz. stainless steel. $1 from each bottle 
purchased goes to provide a person in need 
with a year’s worth of clean water. BPA-free.
C22 140 3467  $19.95

[11] dahlia dress

Sporty look suits both beach and boardwalk. 
Easy-wear, easy-care; packs down small for 
travel. Moisture-wicking and fast-drying. 
UPF 50+. Racer back. Polyester/spandex.
reg XS-XXL B31 140 0468 $79.95

[12] merrell® bare access 

arc 2 sport shoes

Next-best thing to bare feet. Synthetic/mesh 
upper, with TPU overlay for a glove-like 
fit. Low-profile Float midsole keeps you in 
touch with the ground. Vibram® rubber sole. 
Machine washable. Sizes 6-10, 11.
B20 140 5563  $90

[13] infinity tank top

Updated racer back ensures comfort  
and ease of movement. Lightweight, 
moisture-wicking, and fast-drying.  
UPF 50. Polyester/spandex.
reg XS-XXL B31 140 0470 $39.95

[14] bermuda shorts

Fast-drying, with a durable, water-repellent 
finish. UPF 50. Nylon/spandex. Average 
inseam: R 12"; P 11"; T 13".
reg 2-20 B31 140 0563 $54.95

petite 2-18 B31 140 0564 $54.95

tall 6-20 B31 140 0565 $59.95

eddie Bauer Travex is our 
exclusive series of gear  
and apparel made for trekking 
and traveling. Built by our 
adventure guide team—with  
their decades of experience 
exploring the globe—every  
item is engineered to perform  
and ready for adventure.

made for  

trek & travel

quiCk dry

upf

seCure poCket

eAsy CAre

BreAtHABLe

pACkABLe
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[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]
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Come take it all in as professional and amateur athletes from around the world 
converge upon the mountains and rivers of Vail to compete in nine sports and 25 
disciplines for more than $100,000 in prize money. The festivities also include a 
mountain photography competition, an adventure film school, and a film festival,  
as well as an interactive demo area, nightly live concerts, raging parties, and more. 

the country’s largest celebration of adventure sports, music, 
and mountain lifestyle returns to vail, co June 6-9, 2013 

summer OuTFITTer BOOK 2013   essentials

sponsored by eddie bauer

Gopro

mountain Games

Join us! Find all  

the details at  
mountaingames.com/summer
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Caring for the environment is one of our core values. The paper in this catalog is certified to contain fiber from responsibly managed sources. Please pass this catalog on or recycle it.
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